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 Mule deer in western Wyoming are bouncing back after suffering harsh 
impacts from last year’s winter. As part of an extended five-year study on mule deer in the 
West, the Wyoming Range Project, the Wyoming Game and Fish Department reports mule deer 
does entered the winter with the some of the highest body fat accumulations seen in recent 
years. This means a good foundation for high fawn production and survival in the spring, and 
biologists are optimistic this herd is on the road to recovery.  The winter of 2016-2017 was one 
of the harshest and most impactful on big game in Western Wyoming. It had been 5 years since 
mule deer in western Wyoming experienced elevated mortality due to ongoing frigid conditions. 
The Wyoming Range mule deer herd was especially impacted and the Wyoming Range Mule 
Deer Project is looking at the impacts of winter in relation to population dynamics. Population 
dynamics include adult survival, pregnancy, reproduction, fawn survival, and how deer migrate 
seasonally between important habitats - migration corridors. One of the most pressing issues 
related to this deer population currently is fawn survival. “We know that because of the effects 
of the winter and the stresses these does were exposed to in 2016-17 their fawn survival was 

greatly reduced,” Gary Fralick said, a Jackson area biologist. “And we know that fawns were dying because of poor body 
condition and malnutrition. Many of the fawns were stillborn in May and June of 2017, and we lost some fawns to predation and 
by other accidents as well—disease played a role in the survival of the 2017 fawn crop, and so now we want to continue to 
monitor the rate of recovery of this population.”  This past fall, Game and Fish Managers and University of Wyoming 
Researchers documented that does are benefiting from good habitat conditions; the snowpack that accumulated in the Wyoming 
and Salt Ranges helped to produce an exceptional amount of high quality forage for deer to eat. And, because many does were 
without fawns, the abundant forage resulted in an increase in the animals’ fat reserves.  “Provided the winter continues to stay 
mild, we will have extremely high over-winter survival, which will be the initial year of the recovery.  Fawns that are born with 
healthy weights and are able to survive the rigors of the first four to five months of life, will be crucial to the road to recovery,” 
Fralick said. Hunters should also see good buck hunting in the west. “High winter mortality did impact the number bucks 
checked in during the 2017 hunting season, but we were also able to sustain a fairly good buck harvest in spite of the effects of 
the winter. We believe that with two or three years of high over-winter survival, hunters will enjoy some of the best buck 
hunting that they’ve observed prior to the effects of the 2017 winter, and so we’re confident of that recovery potential because 
we’ve observed it in the past, and so the next two to three years will be essential in aiding that recovery, and this initial start of a 
mild winter will go a long ways into starting that initial phase of the recovery of the Wyoming Range herd,” Fralick said. Over 
the next three to five years, depending on winter severity, Game and Fish will continue to document recovery and survival rates 
in each age class of fawns. The next capture will be in March, and wildlife managers plan to assess the number of fetuses that 
each doe is carrying and document body weight of the does and their body condition as they depart the winter ranges. 

U.S Secretary of Agriculture Sonny Perdue unveiled Farmers.gov, the new interactive one-stop website for producers maintained 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).  Farmers.gov is now live but will have multiple features added over the coming 
months to allow agricultural producers to make appointments with USDA offices, file forms and apply for USDA programs.  
The website, launched at a breakfast hosted by the Michigan Farm Bureau, gathers together the three agencies that comprise 
USDA’s Farm Production and Conservation mission area – the Farm Service Agency, the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service and the Risk Management Agency.  “Many farmers are out in their fields using equipment connected to satellite and 
GPS technology, yet when they need to interact with USDA, they have to stop, fill out a paper from and fax or carry it to their 
local office.  That is a real digital divide,” Perdue said.  “Our staff is friendly, and they love to see farmers in 
person, but they know time is valuable.  Producers are working hard to make their farms profitable, so these tools 
will help get the paperwork done without taking a big chunk out of the day to fill out forms.”  
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 SWE: Is the amount of water contained within the snowpack 

Snow Water Equivalent 2/16/18 

James Fahey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) hydrologist, released an early report analyzing 
hydrological factors leading upcoming runoff forecasts in the state.  In short, Fahey reported above normal snow water 
equivalents (SWE’s) in central and western Wyoming by early February and above average soil moisture across basins in north-
central through northwestern Wyoming.  The “Early Outlook Snowmelt Flood Outlook” produced by NOAA shows flood 
potential as moderate to high in northwest Wyoming with low snowmelt flood potential in the northeast, southeast and southwest 
corners of the state.  Soil moisture trends show above normal soil moisture in the northwest corner of the state and below normal 
in southeast Wyoming, with normal soil moisture running from the northeast to the southwest corner of the state.  Fahey also 
reported, however, SWEs in the snowpack is between 8,500 and 10,000 feet in elevation, significantly below levels seen in 2017 
for basins.  However, in making his forecast, Fahey also said the magnitude of the spring and early summer runoff is highly 
dependent on the amount of moisture Wyoming receives during the late March through early June time frame – especially for 
basins east of the continental divide.  

The National Cattlemen’s Beef 
Association (NCBA) unveiled its “2018 
Policy Priorities” on Feb. 1.  The 
document will guide the group’s lobbying 
efforts in Washington over the coming 
year.  This year’s priorities focus on five 
main categories – the 2018 Farm Bill, 
trade and market access, regulatory 
reform, antimicrobial use and fake meat.  
Like last year, NCBA will work to ensure 
the pending Farm Bill includes full 
funding for a foot-and-mouth disease 
vaccine bank, protects conservation 
programs like the Environmental Quality 
Incentives Program (EQIP) and prevents 
market-disrupting policies like mandatory 
Country of Origin Labeling (COOL).  
Likewise, the group’s regulatory-reform 
efforts will again focus on finding a 
permanent solution to an electronic 

logging devices mandate, modernizing the Endangered Species Act, and replacing the 2015 Waters of the United States 
(WOTUS) rule.  New to the priorities list this year is an emphasis on antimicrobial use – specifically the aim to secure clean 
Animal Drug User Fee Act (ADUFA) reauthorization and continuing the Key Technologies Task Force action steps on 
antimicrobials.  Another new emphasis in 2018 will be a focus on protecting the industry and consumers from fake meat and 
misleading labels on products that do not contain real beef.  

 

 

 

!!Visit our Facebook page!! https://www.facebook.com/MeeteetseCD/!! 

*****REMINDERS & UPDATES***** 
!! THE “FERRET DEN” AT MCD IS AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC USE!! 

PUBLIC GATHERINGS, MEETINGS, DINNERS ETC… (SMALL DONATIONS ALWAYS APPRECIATED  )
MCD Regular Board Meeting ~ Wednesday, March 14th ~ 3:00 p.m. 1906 State Street, Meeteetse. 

!! Public Welcome!! 
Happy Trails to you! Steffen, Josh & Bernie 
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